MCHENRY COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
RESOLUTION #21-21
ACCEPTING THE 2020 HUNTING PROGRAM REPORT
WHEREAS, the McHenry County Conservation District (hereinafter referred to as
the "District"), is a conservation district organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Illinois (70 ILCS 410); and
WHEREAS, the District owns and manages over 25,600 acres of land in McHenry
County Illinois for the preservation, enhancement and the conservation of natural or
scenic resources and other purposes as defined by the Act; and
WHEREAS, the District has the authority to study and ascertain the district's
wildland and other open space resources and to adopt a coordinated plan to meet those
needs; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the District did approve the 2020 Hunting
Administrative Rules on April 21, 2020 through Ordinance #20-979; and
WHEREAS, the summary of the 2020 Hunting Program has now been completed
and reviewed by the staff and Trustees of the District.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Trustees of the District that
it is necessary, desirable, and in the best interest of the District and the residents of
McHenry County to accept the 2020 Hunting Program Report as presented and to
maintain a copy available to the public; and the President and Secretary of the Board
of Trustees are hereby authorized to execute this resolution and the Executive Director
is authorized to execute other necessary documents to execute the intent of this
resolution.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Resolution #21-21 has been executed this 23 rd day
of March, 2021 by the President and attested by t 1 Secretary of the Board of Trustees
of the District.

Ayes:
Nays:

Absent:
Abstain: - -

JOHN HENNINu--i~~•DENT
BOARD OF TR
EES

r~ ~ti_P,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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I. Introduction
This report is record of the 2020 Hunting Program. The intended use of this report is to
continue evaluation of the hunting program.

II. Program Interest
The District's hunting program continues to have high demand for the limited opportunities
available. This year reflected another program record of six hundred twenty-four (624) hunting
applications, up from five hundred fifty-three (553) last year. Of the applications received, the
District provided four hundred seventy (4 70) permits, of which three hundred seventy-seven
(377) were McHenry County resident permits. Each year, the hunting committee adjusts the
program dynamics in an attempt to offer each applicant at least one hunting opportunity, and to
provide the group the highest quality program for the most people.
Unfortunately, once again in 2020, the District was unable to meet our program goal of
providing every archery and firearm deer applicant a spot to hunt. This continued a six-year
trend of an inability to meet this demand through annual programmatic adjustments. The maj or
constraints to meeting this demand in both the archery and firearm program are conflicts with
other public uses and program size for policing and enforcement. The modified preference
point system, which includes resident preference points, addresses some of the demand to
distribute opportunities equitably while maintaining program quality. However, the program
has experienced a continued trend of resident hunter discontent with non-residents securing a
spot to hunt while residents are left out. The District was able to provide all applicants a
waterfowl hunt.
The 2020 hunting program provided four hundred twenty (420) permitted opportunities; three
hundred twenty (320) in the deer program, one hundred forty-three ( 143) in the waterfowl
program, and seven (7) in the new youth spring turkey program. The spring turkey hunt begins
this month and will be recorded in the 2021 report. This season, a total of forty-seven (4 7)
youth hunters participated in the hunting program. An additional thirteen 13 youth, nonhunting observers were permitted to learn about hunting through direct observation of a mentor.
The table and graph below illustrates the hunter participation in the District's deer program
since the 2007 season. These data represent individuals who hunted in the program. An
individual may participate in multiple programs, therefore the overall deer program numbers
will not match exactly to the individual hunter statistics.
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11 (a): 2020 Deer Hunting Through the Years
Type

Unique Deer Hunters

I 20011

Zone Count
Harvest Total

182
124
179

2oosl
222
136
118

20091
159
114
116

20101 20111 20121
148 153 131
125
94
99
163 154 205

2oul
225
106
158

Note for 2020:

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
253 234 224 257 241 289 317
126 143 125 137 124 129 129
172 184 158 145 151 163 196
Hunters (264 A-C • 56 Firearms=320, less 3 both=31 7)

Zones

(81 A-C • 49 Firearms=129)

Harvest (171 A-C • 25 Firearms=196)
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Note: RUnique Deer Hunters" refers to actual Individual pennitted hunters as opposed to hunter opportunities
regardless as to whether they actually hunted.

Archery Deer Hunting
The archery-combo program received applications from three hundred seventy-five (375)
hunters this year. This compares to three hundred thirty-four (334) last year, two hundred
ninety-one (291) in 2018, and two hundred fifty-nine (259) in 2017. Of the 375, there were two
hundred sixty four (264) permitted hunters in the archery program compared to two hundred
forty-three (243) last year, 220 in 2018, and 199 in 2017. Similar to 2019, of the 264
permitted, ninety-five percent (95%) or two hundred fifty-three (253) hunted. The 95%
participation rate the past two seasons represents an increase from an 86% participation rate in
2018. Twenty-three (23) youth hunters participated in the archery program, along with eight (8)
non-hunting youth observers. Archery-combo hunters set another program record of 15,676
recreational hours afield.

I
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Firearm Deer Hunting
The firearm program received applications from eighty-nine (89) hunters, up from seventy (70)
last year, and down from the ninety-one (91) in 2018, and the same (89) as 2017. Many
archery-combo hunters, who applied for firearm hunting in previous years and were not
selected due to receiving a spot in the archery drawings, did not apply for the firearm program
for the past two seasons. Hunters who did not receive placement in the archery-combo
program received preference over hunters who were permitted in archery. This preference was
applied in order meet demand and to provide most individuals at least one hunting opportunity
with the District. This year, the District provided fifty-six (56) permitted opportunities, of
which forty-five (45) were McHenry County residents, and included seven (7) youth hunters.
Firearm hunters spent 1,219 recreational hours afield.
Waterfowl Field, Marsh and Youth Hunting
The waterfowl program had one hundred fifty-three ( 153) applications and one hundred fortythree (143) permitted hunters; ten (10) hunters failed to meet program rules or dropped out. Of
the 143 permitted, one hundred twelve ( 112) were McHenry County residents. There were
seventeen (17) permitted youth hunters, and five (5) non-hunting youth observers. This year saw
an increase in participation from permitted hunters, with ninety-nine participants hunting, an
eighty-eight percent (88%) participation rate. This is a significant increase from a consistent longterm trend of roughly 65% participation in the waterfowl program. Waterfowlers spent 2,694
recreational hours afield.

III. Hunter Demographics
The District attracts hunters from McHenry, Boone, Lake, DuPage, Kane, Cook and
Winnebago Counties in Illinois, as well as three out of state hunters from Michigan, Indiana
and Florida. In the deer program, 80% of participants were residents of McHenry County. In
the waterfowl program 77% of participants were McHenry County residents.
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IV. Financial Analysis

Revenue
Waterfowl Program
Archery/Combo Program
Firearm Program
Application Fees
Tripod Stand Rental Fees

$ 9,750.00
$29,449.60
$ 5,800.00
$ 2,441.34
$ 350.00

Total Program Revenues

$47,790.94

Direct Expenses
Active Net Program
Tree Clearing for Queen Anne
Archery targets (qualification)
Blinds install, repair and dressing
Deer Carts for open public sites
Supplies, porta potty rental, etc. <$200

$ 2,441.34
$ 1,000.00
$ 654.44
$ 965.70
$
304.96
$ 1,054.46

Total Direct Expenses

$

Gross Profit from Program

$ 41,370.04

Direct Economic Benefits
Foundation Check-in Website
Value Estimate Volunteer Contributions*
Value Estimate 196 Deer Removal

$ 10,000.00
$ 1,305.60
$ 58,800.00

Total Economic Benefit

$ 70, I 05.60

Indirect Expenses
Program Management and Coordination
Data and Administration
Natural Resources Fieldwork
Sites and Fleets Fieldwork
Enforcement, Support, Implementation

$14,611.80
$ 22,983.47
$ 2,687.62
$ 1,921.97
$ 5,453.24

Net Operating Expense

$47,658.10

Net Economic Gain of Program

$ 56,282.70

6,420.90

*Volunteers contributed approximately 48 hours, ($1 ,305.60) for firearm check in.
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V. Hunting Program Review
Overall , the hunting program was successful and ran smoothly. In 2020, District hunters spent
19,589 hours afield. The table and corresponding graph below illustrate the recreational time
across the three hunting programs since 2004.

V (a): 2020 Hours Hunted Through the Years
Type

Archery/Combo
Firunn

I 2004 I 2005 I 2006 I 2001 I 2008 I 2009 I

I 2,060
I 1,044

4,131

5,022

5,978

5,623

5,563

2010
6,394

I

2011

I

20U

7,510

8,826

I

2ou

I

8,337

2014
10, 184

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

9,741

11,118

10,649

9,916

13,002

15,676

1,053

1,635

1,152

1,142

1,363

1,339

1,401

2,402

2,230

2,048

894

1,648

1,635

1,229

1,484

1,219

357

721

777

1,583

1,808

1,781

2,312

2,578

3,189

2,957

2,184

2,125

2,314

2,300

2,078

2,389

2,694

TOTAL: 3,461

5,905

7,434

8,713

8,573

8,707

10,045

11,489

14,417

13,524

14,416

12,760

15,080

14,584

13,223

16,875

19,589

2015

2016

2017

Waterfowl

I

Hours Hunted Through the Years
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Successes and Recommendations
I.

The District is utilizing the recreational hunting program for deer management on high
quality sites that otherwise would require contracted or staff performed culling. Each
year the program is modified to best manage the District sites based on recreational
quality and management needs. The 196 deer removed last year represents a direct
minimum value of $58,800 if removed by professional sharpshooters. This rate
estimate of $300/deer culled is based on the District's deer removal program figures.
There are compounded values when factoring vegetation replacement costs associated
with preferred browse species. Estimates of $200,000/acre for vegetation replacement
are derived from figures of $5 per living plant (not seed) per square foot, which is the
current market value for these plant species. Market values are variable based on
availability and community type. However, market values for special concern, rare,
threatened and/or endangered species are unavailable for purchase and therefore are
valued significantly higher.

2.

The hunting program provided 19,589 recreational hours. Some hours occurred on
undeveloped sites thus satisfying public access grant obligations.

3.

The program was able to provide the next generation an opportunity to connect with
the land, as a record number, forty-seven (47) youth participated this season. The
District facilitates youth participation through preferences to youth, a special youth only
waterfowl and spring turkey hunt, non-hunter observer permits, and provides a highly
sought after summer youth hunter education camp led by the Education and Police
Departments. Due to high demand, two hunter safety camps are scheduled for 2021.

4.

In 2019, the District fully implemented an electronic check-in system in through an
online form builder, saving staff hours associated with managing paper in sign-in boxes,
and data entry (annual $3,000 estimated economic savings). While the form builder
was an improvement from the paper sign in, the form builder was not user-friendly and
was difficult for enforcement to correlate check-ins to individual hunters. In 2020, the
McHenry County Conservation Foundation invested $10,000 into development of a
personalized website login specific to the District' s hunting program. The initial buildout was targeted to improve the user experience. Based on hunter surveys, 40% of
waterfowlers and 65% of deer hunters gave the website a IO of 10, complete
satisfaction rating, and 96% of all hunters reacted favorably with a 6 or higher out of I 0
rating. Some hunters were dissatisfied with the website; 1.26% of deer hunters and
6.12% of waterfowlers. While the new check-in system is an improvement over the
web forms and sign in boxes, additional build out of the website is needed to improve
data processing. Additional system builds, and geospatial correlation would also help
improve enforcement's ability to remotely check hunters, and provide additional aspects
of safety. The hunting committee recommended additional investments in the website to
improve back-end data processing and improvements for enforcement and safety. Staff
will research opportunities to improve data management of the hunting program.

5.

Hunters record wildlife observations, and provide a site security presence, reporting
trespassers, and illegal hunting on District sites.
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6.

The program provides a quality public service, offering area residents a safe place to
hunt. If not for the District's hunting program, many participants have indicated they
would not have a place to hunt. New in 2020, the District increased the level of service
to the hunting community by starting a waterfowl and deer hunting Facebook page
where hunters can interact with staff to share ideas and information.

7.

Volunteers contributed 48 hours, valued at $1 , 130.00 to firearm check in. The majority
of firearm check in volunteers were members of the District's hunting program . Due to
covid protocols in 2020, volunteers were not included as an aspect of archery
qualifications.

8.

The District was able to complete all aspects of the hunting program despite restrictions
due to the varied stages of covid protocols. Some key program adjustments included
varied scheduling for public attendance at the qualification, adjustments to check in
procedures, and the development of virtual orientation meetings.

9.

Due to age, and weathering, the District retired the permanent positioned quad pod
Stands at the end of the 2016 season. The District purchased ten (I 0) light-weight,
moveable tripod stands to be rented out at $50 per opportunity. These stands continue
to provide hunters access to grassland areas with limited trees and added mobility for
hunters to adjust to deer movements. The rental income for 2017 was $450, $500 for
2018, $400 in 2019, and $350 in 2020. The District's original investment in purchasing
the stands was $3,208.00 in 2017. It was noted some hunters preferred the enclosed
quad pod stands over the moveable tripods.

I 0.

The District provided an online post hunt survey to aide in the ease of feedback for
hunters. The majority of District hunters identified the program as safe, quality, and
appreciated the efforts of all staff, volunteers and the Board involved in implementing
the program. The survey results are summarized in Part YI.

Issues, Information and Recommendations
1.

District Police responded to fourteen (14) ordinance violations of public entering a
closed (hunting) site. Police issued written violations or warnings for: one (1) use of
bark penetrating hook, one (I) cutting of> 1.5" branch, (4) archery hunting during
firearm season and associated permit violations, two (2) unspecified general ordinance
violations, one (I) harvest of antlered animal without valid tag, two (2) hunt/trap
without permission of owner, three (3) blaze orange requirement violations, (4)
hunting/scouting on date when closed, two (2) in sites after hours, and one (I) failure to
display hunting permit.

2.

Due to program demand, the number of archery applicants continues to increase and the
archery program qualifications have become extremely large. The hunting committee
would like to increase the efficiency of the qualification process, as participants
currently spend multiple hours in line and staff have difficulty completing all
qualifications in the allotted time frame. Staff are recommending offering an extra
qualification date, and allowing a maximum amount of opportunities of two to qualify,
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independent of the number of bows a hunter would like to qualify with. Recently, with
the allowance of crossbows in Illinois, hunters have been qualifying with multiple bows
adding qualification time to the process. The committee also recommends altering the
qualification standard to a four-inch bullseye and allowing archers who complete a
perfect score to qualify for two years. While this program modification is likely
improve quality, but additional data will be required to track and applied to the above
mentioned process. If the District is able to invest in additional data management, this
program modification could be incorporated into the system.
3.

The hunting program revenues were the second highest in program history for 2020 at
$47,790.94. Past revenues were $47,137 (2019), $49,099.40(2018) $47,686.50 (2017),
$41,875.00 (2016), $37,435 (2015), $44,350 (2014), 2013 ($29,717) and 2012
($24,820).

4.

In 2020, the District received an increased number of complaints of the hunting
program restricting general public access to sites. We also received an increased
number of complaints from hunters of public walking through closed sites. In order to
better serve the general public, and in attempt to maintain the quality of the hunting
program, the hunting committee is recommending elimination of the late archery
program which closes down public sites from November I through mid-January.
Where available, these hunting zones would be modified to accommodate open access
to the site, and hunting full season outside the foot print of the public trails would
replace those zones. Staff are unable to adjust the zones at Brookdale and Community
Research Forest (CRF) to align with this transition. No complaints were received
pertaining to the Brookdale closure, and therefore staff recommend maintaining the
current closure at Brookdale. Complaints were received by one individual at CRF and
staff responded by providing a special use permit to walk the trails during non-peak
hunting time periods. Staff recommend continuation of this concept by modifying CRF
to allow hunting in the morning until I 0:30am and in the afternoon after I pm. Public
would be allowed to access the trails between 10:30 am and I pm. At Fox Bluff, the
program is proposed shift from a late season hunt to a 9-day closed to the public hunt
and full season at Camp Algonquin where there are not open trails. These proposed
modifications would move the majority of District sites to being closed for hunting only
during the 9-day hunt or when firearm hunts are occurring.

VI. Hunter Input
In an effort to maintain and improve the quality of the hunting program, staff annually reviews
the successes, issues, hunter perceptions and experiences during the season through optional
questionnaires. One hundred fifty nine (159) deer hunters and forty nine (49) waterfowl
hunters completed an online survey. Hunters rated the quality of the program and submitted
suggestions to increase quality of the program.
When ranking program safety, 85% of deer hunters and 95% of waterfowlers were satisfied and
recorded they did not observe any safety issues. Of the deer hunters safety concerns, most
commented about public entering closed sites. Other comments included, parking and access
difficulties due to snowfall, a beaver dam making access difficult, dead trees, hunters on the
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edge of zones, dogs off leash, neighbor encroachment, and 6.3% indicated they had concerns
about the increasing trend of Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) and the potential safety risk of
consuming meat. The two safety concerns brought forward through the waterfowl program
were uneven paths making walking difficult and the pit blind was too deep based on an
individual ' s height.
In rating the physical characteristics of hunting zones, half of the deer hunters were completely
satisfied with the zone size and deer density, and 40% provided suggestions for zone
improvements. Approximately eighty percent (80%) of waterfowl survey respondents
harvested at least one bird, while 53% of the deer survey respondents harvested at least one
deer. Forty three percent (43%) of deer hunters were completely satisfied with the amount of
deer they had access to, based on zone boundaries, and I 0% indicated some level of
dissatisfaction. Throughout the year, multiple hunters have provided positive feedback about
the District's hunting program, and their appreciation of having an opportunity to hunt in the
County, close to home.
The survey results and comments are provided in the Appendix. Below are the summarized
comments from the surveys(# of times comment received):
All Program
• Appreciate program and other general positive, encouraging comments ( I 06)
• New website check in improvement or other positive remark (34)
• Have new website communicate when not to hunt (3) and blaze orange rules (I)
• Have new website autofill information for increased check in speed (13)
• Have new website correlate check in and out times (I)
• Have new website notify hunters to check out (I)
• An app would be better than a website for check in (1)
• Create facial recognition to log on to new website (I)
• Create fingerprint log in for new website (1)
• Clarify youth check in procedure better for new website (2)
• New website location monitoring is privacy invasive (1)
• Enjoy the Facebook group (2)
• Allow ATV access (2)
• Complaints of public entering closed sites, walking past signage (12)
Deer Program
• Allow ground blinds (17)
• Improve access, trails, and allow multiple accesses/parking (9)
• Preference to Residents (3)
• Fees to high (I)
• Equipment was stolen (2)
• Allow commercial filming (I)
• Perceived low deer numbers (I)
• Open additional areas due to demand ( 1)
• Archery qualification every other year (I)
• Allow 4 people in a group (I)
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Create a food plot program (1)
Increase 9-day hunt to 12 days ( 1) longer 9-day hunt ( 1)
Allow coyote hunting (I)
Allow multiple firearm hunters in a combo zone (1)

Waterfowl Program
• Design new website to show whether a field is taken to save drive time (3)
• Difficultly with harvest page on new website (2)
• Create an early goose season (1) doves (I)
• Move Queen Anne sign in box (I)
• Desire for improved walking paths ( 1)
• Desire for A-frame style blind on field edges ( 1)
• Desire for more marsh sites (3) general sites (3)
• Desire for mare parking locations at field sites (I)
• Desire to improve pit blinds (2)
• Desire for " rest days" in open sites (1)

VII. Harvest Comparisons to Past Years
The table (VII (a)) below compares the recreational hours spent afield, harvest based on hunter
effort, and harvest across all programs since 2004. The graph (VII (b)) depicts the harvest trends
over time and by program.
VII (a): 2020 Harvest and Hunter Effort Comparison to Past Years
Comparison to Past Years

Archery/Combo
Deer Harvested

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

23

92

138

134

87

78

116

117

126

104

110

159

124

106

133

147

171

------- ~---- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- ~--- ---- --- ---- 15,676
2,060 4,131 5,022 5,978 5,623 5,563 6,394 7,510 8,826 8,337 10,184 9,741 11,118 10,649 9,916 13,002 ---Hours Hunted

Hours per Harvest
Firearms Deer
Harvested

90

35

45

25

36

51

45

45

65

31

71

55

47

38

64

37

70

79

80

54

93

62

61

25

90

34

100

39

88

75

18

16

92

25

1---- ---- --- ---- ---------- 1---·
--·--- --- ---· --- --- --- ~--- --- --- 1---1,044 1,053 1,635 1,152 1,142 1,363 1,339 1,401 2,402 2,230
1,648
1,635 1,229
1,484
1,219
2.048
894
Hours Hunted

Hours per Harvest
Waterfowl Birds
Harvested

30

42

44

48

32

60

26

163

37

265

36

28

219

222

38

256

30

282

41

304

33

174

36

213

49

42

195

266

68

159

93

210

49

269

------- ----357 -------- --- --- --- ~--- --- --- 1------ 1--------- ------721
777 1,583 1,808 1,781 2,312 2,578 3,189 2,957
2,184 2,125
2,314
2,300 2,078
2,389
2,694
Hours Hunted

Hours per Harvest

7

16

13

10

7

8

11

10

11

10

13

10

9

12

13

11

10
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VII (b): 2020 Hunter Harvest Data by Program through the Years
Type
Archery/Combo

I 20041 20051
23
35
48

Firearm
Waterfowl

Total DEER:

58

92
25
44

20061 20011 20081 20091 20101 20111 20121 20131 20141 20151 20161 20111 2018 2019 2020 'Y, Change
138 134
87
78 116 117 126 104 110 159 124 106 133
147 171 Fromlut

117

51
60

189

45
163

179

31
265

38
222

47
219

37
256

118

116

163

154

79
282

205

54
304

158

62
174

172

25
213

184

34
266

1S8

39
195

14S

18
159

1S1

16
210

163

25
269

28"

196

20"

Ytar:

HARVEST Data Through the Years
350
300

- ~~~~::::::::::::::::::======,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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-
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-
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250

0
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VIII. Harvest Statistics
Within each program, there are specialized hunting opportunities. Table (Vlll(a)) below
differentiates the recreational useage and harvest statistics for each unique hunting opportunity;
archery and combo, firearm and waterfowl. The table and corresponding multi-colored bar graph
(VIII (b)) below shows the total recreational hours afield for all the archery combination
programs, and which hunt type contributed to the monthly hours. The bar and line graph
(Vlll(c)), compares the hours and harvest in the archery and combo programs by month for 2020,
and (Vlll(d)) provides a comparison of the waterfowl programs hours and harvest by month.
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Vlll(a): Hunting Program Use and Statistics by Program
2020-21 - - - Hunting Hours and Harvest Statistics by Type/Season

Archery/Combo Deer Hunting
Archery- Full Season
Archery-Eastside 9-day
Archery- Late Season
Combo-Full
Combo-Late
TOTAL

Firearms Deer Hunting
Firearms-First Season (Glacial Park)
Firearms-Second Season (Marengo Ridge )
Firearms-Second Season (Rush Creek)
TOTAL
TOTAL DEER HUNTING:

Waterfowl Hunting
Reserved Hunting (Marsh Only)
Both Marsh and Field Hunting (Combo)
Open Hunting (Field)
Special Youth Hunt
TOTAL

Hours

Females

Males

Harvest

Hunted

Harvested

Harvested

Total

23

35

9

19

10

15

22

29

1

8

65

106

6,649
2,085
1,618
4,046
1,278
15,676
Hours

Females

Males

Harvest

Hunted

Harvested

Harvested

Total

9

9

4

1

565
246
408
1,219

1

1

14

11

18
5
2
25

16,895

79

117

196

Hours

Birds

Hunted

Harvested

792
1,378
513
11
2,694

93
116
60

-

269

(95 Mallards, 127 Geese, 33 Wood Ducks, 14 Other)
(The above waterfowl types are based on Permit type, not site type)
TOTAL HUNTER'S HOURS=

58
28
25
51
9
171

19,589
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VIII (b): Archery-Combo Program Hours by Month

2020-21 Archery/Combo Hours by Season by Month:
Month:
Season

Archery 9-0ay
Archery Full
Archery Late
Combo Full
Combo Late
TOTALS:

9 (Sept)

10 (Oct)

11 (Nov)

229
554
70
333
49
1,235

1,097
2,227
88
1,431
48
4,891

759
2,417
854
1,473
694
6,197

I

I

12 (Dec)

1 (Jan)

-

I

871
341
448
335
1,995

-

I

580
265
361
152
1,358

Total

2,085
6,649
1,618
4,046
1,278
15,676

7,000 - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2020-21 Archery/Combo Hours
by Season by Month
6,000

5,000

Combo Late

4,000

Combo Full
Archery Late
Archery Full

3,000

Archery 9-Day
2,000

1,000

9 (Sept)

10 (Oct)

11 (Nov)

12 (Dec)

1 (Jan)
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VIII(c): 2020 Archery-Combo Hours and Harvest by Month

2020-21 Archery-Combo
Deer Harvest by Month

Hours per
Month

Harvest by
Month

_II
Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

VIII (d): 2020 Waterfowl Hours and Harvest by Month

2020-21 Waterfowl Hunting by Month

~

r-·----~----~-----~----Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

pe
Month

arvest by

M onth
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IX: Conclusion with 2021 Planning Recommendations
I.

a.
b.
c.
d.

District staff is proposing a modification of the archery program framework for next
year hunting program in order to address the tensions between general public access and
hunting program. In order to improve the program in 2021, the hunting committee is
recommending the following modifications:
Creating public access hours from I 0:30am to I pm at CRF during the full season
archery hunt.
Modifying late season archery zones to full season and adjusting zone boundaries to be
set back from public trails in order to maintain open sites at Glacial Park, High Point,
Winding Creek and Fox Bluff/Camp Algonquin.
Adjusting Fox Bluff from a late season archery hunt to a 9-day site closure hunt, and
elimination of the Hollows 9-day hunt.
Adding a zone at Nippers ink Canoe Base, outside of the public open area.

2.

Adjust the firearm hunt seasons; Rush Creek and Marengo Ridge to first season
(November 19-21 ), and Glacial Park to second season (December 2-5).

3.

Adjust the 9-day hunt dates to October 29-October 31 , November 5-7, and November
12-14, 2021. Adjustment of these dates is a continued effort to improve hunt qua Iity
and balance the impact of the hunting program on public use occurring in October.
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X: Appendix: Hunter Surveys

Note: Minor adjustments to the original survey responses were made to the below to remove personal
information (CWD question), modify some misspellings, and remove comments such as no, or nope
when requestedfor feedback.
2021 Deer Program Comments by Question:

On a scale of 1 star (unacceptable) up to 10 stars (complete satisfaction). This year, the McHenry
County Conservation Foundation invested in the hunting program and purchased the
development of the huntmccd.org website for tracking our hunting program's hours and harvest.
How would you rate the huntmccd.org check in system?
•

This system was easier to use than last year

•

Wish it stayed preloaded with our zone and other info to make easier but a lot better than the
previous system!

•

Worked very well. Only suggestion would be to have an option to remember the
username/password on your device to expedite the check in/out

•

Overall, met my needs.

•

I think we should continue to use the site as it is.

•

Very useful! I had one hiccup regarding checking in a harvest, but I can't remember specifics
about the issue that I had. Overall, it was a great addition!

•

I was charged a fine for stopping out at the site to pick up my trail camera on Christmas Eve.
Because I like to follow the rules, I checked in like you're supposed to and had to pick the
option of scouting because nothing else was applicable and I wasn't hunting. I was only there
for about 20 minutes checked out and then left. The site could be improved by having a pop up
warning for hunters when they are checking in on a day that is not available for using the site.

•

A few observations on the Check in system: + Hunter should not have to continually log into
the system every time they want to check in or check out. System should be set up to remember
the hunter's credentials and should keep the hunter logged in. Or system should take the
fingerprint secure method for easier and faster login +Check in system should be able to store
and remember the hunters permit number, site, zone etc. so that the hunter does not have to put
this information in. For example If I hunt in a group and my group consists of 3 people and we
are assigned say Hum Diekman Zone 2 than when any I of my group goes to check in they
should not have to scroll to find Hum Diekmen and then manually type 2 under zone. We are
the only individuals that are allowed to be at that zone the entire season so system should
recognize my permit and this info should be automatically loaded just as the date and time are.

•

Easy to use
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•

Very simple to use. Only adds about a minute on the front and back end of the hunt.

•

I like the program! It felt rewarding to be able to have a spot to hunt that wasn' t over ran by
other people. The rules are easy and fair. My only concern is that no more than one hunter was
allowed in the zone during muzzleloader and the CWD gun seasons. I think that two people
should be allowed but at opposite ends of the zones. You could be sitting within I 00 yards of a
person in the next zone at that time so it really doesn' t make sense for one person per zone
during that time. I am so thankful that I was successful this year at harvesting a deer.

•

A little confusing to begin with, but we got the hang of it quickly. Putting permit numbers in,
but not having them stored for a period of time was odd.

•

There were some hiccups early on to understand how to get the system running, but once
understood it worked very well.

•

Would be nice if it saved you log in info so it didn't have to be entreated every time. Or at least
the username

•

I wish it would remember your site information.

•

I didn't use it

•

Great program

•

I had it saved to a tab on Google Chrome on my iPhone. This allowed easy access and prefilled
the boxes to get into the site. You just had to remember to do it.

•

VERY NICE SYSTEM!!! Makes checking in easy .... ! did not give 10 because there are still
few steps that could be eliminated: each time I check In I have to provide the hunting site
location, zone#, permit number. .. ) think when we check in with the permit# only. That' s all
that we should need: Permit # links, hunters name, zone, etc. and makes it a lot faster, just one
hunter's opinion. Overall a great way to check in ...

•

Worked pretty seamlessly

•

Hmmm, I did think the website for tracking and logging hours was a good idea. I didn' t have
any issues except couple times I forgot to log in. Especially hours logged for scouting and stand
placement. Only real issue would be if it was possible to just log in and without really being
there at the site hunting. Overall, good system I thought.

•

It would be helpful if the app also notified you about important hunting dates. For example, if it
notified you on check in that it was muzzleloader season and you are required to wear orange it
would help the hunter from accidentally violating a rule.

•

The only change I would like is a way to stay logged in for an extended period of time. This
would avoid logging in every time

•

It was a bit glitchy ...
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•

I would prefer a longer-lasting session so I don't have to log in every time.

•

It worked better than I thought but I think there is room for improvement. Sometime the

•

The only suggestion and clarification is regarding youth check in. When checking in a youth
their permit information is entered. Why the double effort after clicking "yes" for youth must
we enter their information again at the bottom? Should their information not already be
associated with their permit information?

•

I wish I didn' t have to enter user name and password each time. That took longer than lasts
year manual entries. The online harvest reporting and all the other features were good.

•

As a gen z, I find myself very tech savvy and even I found it a little confusing. Having to
reregister your account, then put in your permit and zone all on your own, without any link to
the other meed account, I found was confusing and not pleasant.

•

Awesome as always. Very well run.

•

I believe it still has some glitches. I've noticed duplicate check in times on my history. Other
than that it's a great tool.

•

Great and easy way to sign in and out!! Reporting harvest is awesome as well!! Nice work!!

•

It was confusing when "Checking in a youth" I signed in and had both of my permits registered
in my name. This was probably on me.

•

Worked great. Easy to use. A much improved system for check-in/check-out.

•

Loving it. Making it easier and more efficient (at least for younger crowd)

•

We should be notified if we aren't allowed to check in on certain days via the website.

•

Seems to work as it should

•

The website makes checking in extremely easy and was a great addition to the program.

•

Straight forward and easy to use.

•

Very easy to use and extremely useful!

•

The new system is outstanding and very easy to use. I also appreciate the location safety
feature. This is comforting in the event of an accident.

•

A few troubles checking in here and there, but still a great experience!

loading times were little long. Could be a little quicker.
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•

The app would be easier were it to allow my phone to do facial recognition to access, instead of
having to enter the whole password/login each time ... Other than that, it was easy and helpful.

•

It would be better just to have an app IMO. Didn' t have good cell service at our location so the
process could be very slow. Also, I wouldn 't eliminate the sign in boxes completely, some of
us don 't like carrying cell phones everywhere.

•

Huge upgrade from sign in boxes. Had a little trouble setting up my account in the beginning
but after that it was fast and easy. I hope our accounts stay active and we don't have to set them
up yearly.

•

It would be cool to see our individual stats. Like time spent hunting etc.

•

It would be nice if the system could cache you site location and zone on check in so you don't
have to enter it on checkout.

•

This app was amazing and was a great upgrade to the check in and out process.

•

Since it' s linked to us why can't some of the boxes like site, zone, be auto fill at least on the
check-out phase.

•

Love the mobile sign in.

•

Nope. Thought it was great!

•

WORKED VERY WELL.

•

Great program and opportunity

•

I had my best year hunting this year. I was able to harvest three deer before the end of October.
The last deer I shot was a personal best as far as size. Injury kept me out of the woods after
mid-November but I really enjoyed having the whole season as I was able to get out a few
times later in the season.

•

Site worked well once set up. At times, I would forget about it as I was leaving the park maybe a notification could be sent that I am leaving (as you are tracking my location) so I don't
forget?

•

The functionality of this site was a great improvement from previous years. My only dislike
was having to enter my login info to the website for each check-in/out. This may be an error on
my part, but it would have been extremely convenient to simply open the webpage, and
perform an action ... especially with cold fingers.

•

The site was great enjoyed the gap between hunts. The only issue was the public letting their
dogs run off leash. We did have some human intrusion on camera off trail as well typical to the
rest of the Public used sites. I harvested 4 doe in nine days nothing to complain about love the
opportunity! Thank you again Brad and Gabe.
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•

The site worked very well this year. It made it a lot more convenient that there was only one
link.

•

Site should save your assigned zone.

•

Worked ok. Simple enough to use

Have you observed any current safety concerns, any emerging, or potential safety issues the
District should address to increase the safety of the Hunting Program?
•

We hunted Kishwaukee valley Zone I, it was tough to access the northeast quadrant of our
zone across Rush Creek. A beaver dam was built just downstream of the access bridge which
flooded the area around the bridge. We were able to make it work by actually crossing through
the creek just downstream from the dam however, it could be difficult and possibly dangerous
for some.

•

In our Zone there was numerous run-ins with people walking through and around our zones.
Need to shut off more area so it is safe for everyone. Winding Creek zone 3.

•

Non hunters using/ being on property during the hunting season

•

Site users failure to share the property with hunters and follow the signage. Ripping down signs
and barriers.

•

Although signs are posted we had about a dozen occasions when public were walking through
our zone this year and they could not have crossed into our zone without first seeing a sign.
Public caught on district property during hunting should be ticketed and or cited for
trespassing. Although it's a bit harsh ultimately it's for the safety of the public and the hunters
that public is not allowed on zone property during hunting season dates.

•

More signs posted - still a lot of people walking into the hunting zones

•

We ran cameras all year and there was lots of people wondering around the site all season

•

On area where there are hiking trails meandering through certain zones, there needs to be a
better effort to keep the general public out of the zones that are closed during hunting season.

•

Trespassers on site are always a safety concern. I think there has to be a way to fine them, or
enforce the no entrance statue that exists during the hunting season, both for their safety, hunter
safety, and for hunter satisfaction as people walking around certainly can disrupt hunting.

•

Quite a lot of trespassing recorded on trail cams

•

It would be nice if the public was more aware of site/zone closures when hunting is in effect.
My example is the Hollows/zone I - my hunting partners and I had on multiple occasions
people walking into our zone even though it is supposed to be closed to the public. When we
were not actually hunting, our trail cameras had pictures of trespassers wandering in our zone.
One of my partners even had his trail camera stolen.
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•

I hunted several 9 day programs (locations) and it seems that some people ignore the signs and
at times rip them off including the caution tape, which then opens up the door for more people
to walk on the property. My suggestion a sign that would clearly state the hunting dates, should
be attached more solidly. I found that usually it' s not the main gate that people enter thru but all
the side trails.

•

Great idea with the orange hat when walking to and from stands.

•

Off road parking for some locations made it difficult to park after snowfall

•

New comers that hunted by bow during muzzleloader and CWD clean up did not realize they
needed to wear orange vests. Please post dates when vests need to be worn next year

•

Pedestrians and cyclists on the Prairie Trail running through Glacial Park continue to be a
concern

•

Weak trees that have fallen but are suspended by others. But additionally trees that are rotting
that only need some wind to tip them over. I understand the difficulty in finding " potential"
tress that will fall , but some show significant sings. We had a very large tree fall into one of our
ladder stands. Luckily no one was in it at the time, but if they were it would have been very
bad. The base of the tree and stand were at least 50' apart.

•

Public use of hunting trails/fire breaks.

•

John Q Public entering the sites during an open season!

•

Trail use during hunting season, observing runners on the trails near tree stands.

•

Theft of equipment and non-hunters accessing hunting property when it is closed for the
hunting season. Increased patrol and added trail cameras from the police helped put me as ease.

•

Hunters usually work together as Gabe has always stressed and asked us to do but it seems like
the grass is greener on the other side, guys always want to hunt the edges of their zones. Gun
zones have buffers and I hope we don't have to go to that for archery zones. This is not so much
a safety issue but more a cooperation issue.

•

In fox bluff, there were a lot of hikers going through my zone during season. My concern isn't
for the hunters but the people hiking. We should do a better job addressing hunting is going on
and the people without permits should stay out. Hikers just didn' t seem to read the signs at the
entrances.

•

Blocking off any non-vehicle entrances to preserves while hunting the 9 day

•

Fox bluff had people using the trails during the hunting season. If larger, more visible signs
were posted at every gate that might help dissuade them.
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Do you have any suggestions for improving the zone in order to increase the quality of the
program for most hunters?
•

Mentioned in the safety question. We had people in orange yelling and screaming at deer in the
fields when we were out there.

•

Make winding creek a combo zone again it is big enough to safely gun hunt and would really help
manage the deer herd.

•

Fel Pro West Ist season on this property. Limited areas to place sets. Wooded area very high
density brush and deadfalls, limited shooting lanes, coyote dens located in a few spots good for
sets/stands, very limited amount of trees in more open areas. Climbing stands seemed to be the
most efficient mode for us this year. Late fall warmer than average temperatures promoted
pedestrian traffic, jogging, walking pets etc. To make the site more user friendly for all levels of
archers, I would recommend a mechanical removal of dead falls and pruning/removal of the dense
undercover in several areas through the site to help provide more set opportunity's and better
shooting lanes Not all of the site has to be attended to and you can use summer temp help to focus
on 2, maybe 3 areas in one summer. Regarding pedestrian traffic, I am at a loss for suggestions. I
know that the Dept. does its best to make the public aware that hunting is going on @ site but signs
are often ignored.

•

Not sure this can be done, but have an app like that of "on x" that shows your exact location within
your zone. I would donate money to help implement this. Stronger signage for all site users alerting
them to closure. The laminated sheets and survey tape were not enough. Again, I would be happy to
donate money to help with this.

•

Kishwaukee corridor zone 9 seemed significantly smaller than neighboring zones.

•

Stickney Run South The zone was large with a lot of different types of characteristics. Most of the
area seemed to be overgrown, which made the hunting a bit more difficult to find deer. I
contacted Gabe in the beginning of the year to mow a path for us to get to the other side of our
zone, which helped tremendously because the grass was waist/chest height. I would recommend
mowing paths or brush cutting the field on the Eastern portion of the zone at least annually.

•

I would like to have the ability to utilize ground blinds for archery zones. There was a whole line of
trees that were heavily utilized by the deer that were not suitable for tree stands. Given the direction
they faced, there would have been no safety issues surrounding the use of blinds.

•

Not mowing the large field to the south of zone 12 would encourage the deer to use that area for
bedding and browsing.

•

Not the zone itself, just the route to get there (Glacial Park, Zone 34). The map I was provided
showed a trail from the parking lot inside the park through several other zones, but the trail was not
cut completely through to my zone, which resulted in a long hike through others zones during
scouting. For later scouting trips and hunting I ended up parking in the lot outside of the park off
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Dakota Drive and entered that way, which was much easier, but I could have been better
communicated ahead of time.
•

Making access to the other side of the creek

•

Brookdale Zone 6 Some rows of corn should have been left uncut and unharvested for a quality
food source for the deer. Late season when there is no food deer move off the property entirely. I
have experienced this at other zones as well. I support the notion to shoot does and if the program
wants hunters to continue to harvest does they need to ensure there is adequate food source at each
zone especially where ag fields are present. Stipulate to the farmer or county that when harvesting
they must leave a certain amount of Ag uncut and unharvested.

•

We' ve had quite a few people in the woods and on the edge when hunting. I' m not sure if there is a
better way or place for signs in the future.

•

Silver creek zone 8- public road goes through it and constant traffic foot and vehicles

•

PL V zone 3 Lack of trees in western part of zone. I set up a tripod but you stick out like a sore
thumb and shooting a recurve nothing was close to coming into range. If the could be a
designated area single ground blind in each zone it would be advantageous. Understanding the
safety concerns maybe excluding crossbow use in the blinds.

•

Brookdale #09 We believe this zone could safely accommodate 2 gun hunters. We believe the deer
might "move" A bit better. Seems is always safer and more fun to hunt with someone. Brookdale is
a gravel road, as you know, and has very little traffic. Just a thought Q

•

Marengo Ridge . Make the habitat improvements during the offseason or after the hunting season has closed.

•

Hunted Marengo Ridge Zone 2. The north end of zone 2 and the southwest comer of zone 3 appear
too close. I had a stand at the north end of zone 2. The hunter in zone 3 had a stand in the SW
comer of zone 3. I realized this on night 2 when the hunter in zone 3 fired at a deer, our stands were
probably I 00yds from each other. Needless to say, he got my attention. Maybe zone 2 should not
extend so far north . Should note that there is a blind on private property midway up zone 2 adjacent
to Conservation District property. I was trying to stay away from that blind, hence why I placed my
stand on the north end of zone 2.

•

Please allow two hunters in a combo zone to hunt at one time during a gun season. There is plenty of room.

•

Allow use of blinds

•

I hunted zone 4 in the hollows. Deer population there seemed to be high and I saw some very good
bucks while hunting and was lucky to harvest a decent one. I thoroughly enjoyed hunting there the following comments are just meant as 'food for thought', not criticism. Some comments
(knowing there are no easy ways to resolve these issues): - Due to the area being a high use area,
hunting was limited to three weekends. One was unseasonably hot and the area was crawling with
visitors (ignoring / throwing aside the barriers), which limited hunting to two weekends. Getting an
animal out and taking care of it in a responsible manner means I can only harvest one deer per
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weekend. This limits the amount of does that can be harvested and consequently the impact on
population size the program can have in the area. - The area is almost devoid of hunt-able trees,
especially in parts with high deer traffic that are very dense with almost no shooting lanes. Finding
rules that allow a limited use of ground blinds (e.g. facing away from trails, next trail in shooting
direction at least xxx yards away, only on ridge sides to ensure downward trajectory) might be
helpful to increase harvest especially of does.
•

High point zone 2 I don't have any solutions but we did unfortunately have multiple issues
with our cameras being shut off and SD cards taken

•

Fox bluff, zone 3, I would extend south an annex part of zone 4. It is a great zone, but is so
narrow that I feel conservation officers are unfairly called to help retrieve deer that have
crossed into zone 4.

•

Winding Creek Zone I, this would apply to most zones I have hunted and that would be - better
and more accessibility via mowed trails through zones.

•

Vigorously enforce against trespassing.

•

I was in Marengo Ridge Zone 3. This suggestion not only applies to the long portion of Zone 3
that is adjacent to, east of, the parking lot and the road that goes to the group camp but a lot of
zone I haunted at other sites. This portion is really thick due to the honeysuckle and buckthorn.
The northwest portion of zone 3 looks like they cleared it out with a mower. I know this is a work
in progress. What was helpful this year, I hunted second season , was that these two invasives had
dropped most of their leaves. This is not always the case and it makes it virtually impossible to
see through this stuff to take a shot. Hopefully you can budget in more clearing and burning.

•

As stated in question 5, it would be nice if more could be done for keeping the general public from
entering closed sites/zones during the hunting season.

•

Zone 14 rush creek Have a firm talk with the home owner about trespassing on the property during
the hunting season. She thinks she still owns the land.

•

Where possible would like to see several points of access

•

I think this has been a common theme, but it would be nice to have more than one entrance area to
zones. I understand some zones you can by virtue of some being side by side, but others would be
merely making another parking spot and travel corridor. I'm not against walking, but maybe some
of the bigger zones with extremely long walks be allowed to maybe tote their stands and harvests
out and in with an A TV. The footprint it would leave would be minimal compared with
automobiles. We are given the ability and confidence to hunt, climb stands, discharge a weapon,
and if we're lucky to harvest a deer. That in itself is more risky than operating an A TV on a very
limited basis. Please think about it, safety is preached and adhered to by all applicants. Extreme
caution is used now to drive vehicles to recover a harvest or to take stands to and fro if the
particular zone allows it, so an ATV should not be out of the question. It would not be the wild
wild west, just retrieving harvest and helping with stand distribution. My fellow group members
and I appreciate the accessibility of Mr. Gabe Powers for answering questions. Please consider
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the aforementioned ideas, someone usually brings them up and it would be refreshing for new
confidence be given to your trusted hunters and fellow conservationists. Thanks
•

SRN Well nobody likes zone I Make it part of zone 2 Even still it wouldn 't be hunted much I also
hunted zone 14 at glacier for firearm and I never saw anyone in zone 13. Not sure but I don 't think
it was ever hunted. If not it was a waste of a good zone

•

Allow for ground blind hunters. 2. Allow earlier than September to set up tree stand. August is
better. It's not long enough to scout for rubs and areas for good tree stand placement. 3. Allow
shotgun season in more zones. 4. Have more entry points in zone for changing winds. 5. Place
gravel on parking areas. Truck got stuck in deep snow.

•

After the crops were out of the area, no food is left for the deer, need some kind of food plotting
program to feed deer and help harvest more deer to help with the CWD

•

Remove the beaver dam at kishwaukee corr. Zone I at the concrete bridge. The bridge was under
2-3 feet of water all season due to the beaver dam IO yards S. Of the bridge

•

The power line for Fox Bluff Zone 3 is a good land mark however the zone is pretty skinny and
from the size of zone 4 I don' t think they hunt all the way to the power lines. Expanding zone 3 by
I 00 yards pass power line might make that land more accessible and make it easier to keep a shot
deer from leaving the zone.

•

The zone was great in terms of size and hunting space, but it could improve if more access points
were made available. Unfortunately, the neighboring property owners were loud and their activity
tended to limit hunting areas. There was at least one instance of an unknown person caught
walking in the non-public area of the zone during the season.

•

Rush Creek, Zone I. The south west wooded side had the most signs of activity but was limited
outside of a little finger tip to set up in. All deer seen in that zone were back in there, but no shot
could be taken in that direction. Being able to set up in a setback zone and knowing where shooting
is restricted would have helped increase the chance of harvest. I do not disagree with the methods I
just could not capitalize on opportunities because of these restrictions.

•

I know that program rules are set for safety and neighboring concerns, but we were unable to get to
where the deer were travelling due to not having any trees in those areas or tripod cover to set up
in. There were not many places to set a stand in the trees in order to get a shot. If we could use a
ground blind, we would have been able to access the deer in a much greater capacity.

•

Parking at the far end of the zone in a second lot would help some of us seniors.

•

It would be nice to have a shot gun season out at the kish. I realize when signing up that you can
see everything that you are getting in the program, but it would be nice to gain at least one shot
gun season. Still a great program.
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•

I hunted Brookdale Zone 8, this year the woods were too thick to hunt in. I think the zone has a
great variety between wetland, ag, and woods. But the woods on that property needs some
clearing up.

•

Figure out a way to get hunters and potential harvest across the river safety via a bridge. Humdiekman zone 2

•

Pleasant valley zone two has there been any discussion of allowing hunting from a ground blind
in the zone? It is a large zone with a lot of field area to set up in.

•

Instead of having an A/B zone for gun hunting allow 2 hunters in whole zone and make it a
distance apart requirement.

•

I hunted Silver Creek Zone 6 which is 95% wetlands which makes using a tree stand difficult for
3 hunters and was confounded by Zone 5 hunters setting up on our border. I understand MCCD
offers up tripod stands on first come-first serve basis, but feel bow hunting is near impossible in
that scenario. My suggestion is to allow pop up blinds with orange top in the wetlands area only
since this an archery site only. I'm not a safety expert and would rely on your experience to
determine if this is too dangerous or a liability for MCCD.

•

The area overall produced deer traffic but zone 6 was tough to hunt with the pressure from the
golf course, noise from the local restaurant and overall size of the forest area.

•

Seams that the district continually tweaking the zone for the better!

•

Given the recent Covid 19 and increased budget constraints, I know there simply was not
funding or resources but it would be helpful to have a cut path leading back in the Zone 20 North
Solon Road section. It would be easier to access the property and provide more parking area.
Having said that we still had success in taking a deer from that part of Zone 20 this season.

•

Coral Woods Zone I. Two members of our party do not have 4x4 vehicles, thus after it snowed
we had to park in the cul-de-sac. There were no issues with this, and we were able to access the
zone, we just felt bad parking on the street and not in the lot. Maybe it could be sanded/graveled
in the future to allow for non-4x4 access? Just a thought...

•

Limit workdays during the season especially those on weekends. Keep up with signage and
barricades to limit access of non-hunters during the season.

•

Allow ground hunting for bows. It's almost impossible to get on deer because of the lack of
trees near the bedding areas on zone 19.

•

9 day hunts are a little difficult to achieve a harvest. Any thoughts of extending at least during Rut

•

This is kind of hard based on my zone but areas to park that are closer to the zone would be nice. I
think the shortest walk I had to a stand was 3/4 of a mile from closest parking. Ground blind
usage during archery season would be nice given the habitat in some of the zones.
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•

IMO it is ridiculous that we can't hunt out of ground blinds. The majority of some of these
property's is open fields. That needs to change or we probably won' t participate again. If we' re
allowed to hunt off the ground we could have filled our tags this year but instead we just watched
dear from 200 yards away all season. Total bummer to know where they are but not have the
ability to go when you pay to use the WHOLE PROPERTY.

•

Allow ground blinds in areas with large zones. Our zone was massive but the mile plus walk in
and lack of good trees to put a tree stand in were our probables this year.

•

It was pretty difficult to access so areas of our zone if there was a way to add another access point
somewhere in the middle that would be great. But this was one of the better sites I have hunted
through your program.

•

All the spots with the biggest buck sign were near the setbacks. So that stunk. But also, if you
could access by water via a kayak that would open up more opportunities. Otherwise it was great!

•

Make signs more visible and possibly let residents know ahead of time that hunting will be taking
place. Maybe send out letters?

•

Allow hunters to get permission to gain access from private land. Having one point of entry makes
getting in or out of the woods without spooking deer impossible.

•

Fox bluff zone 3 is really narrow on the west side. I'm not sure if it is possible to use some of the
woods from zone 4 and zone 2 to increase the area. If not it is a very productive zone and the
district wi II just need to be cognizant that deer harvested wi 11 travel to other zones before they
expire.

•

Better parking. When it snowed I had no place to park. Rush creek zone 12

•

Our parking area was at end of trail so as we were getting ready to hunt we had people stopping to ask
what we were doing. For the most part the conversations went good and understood the reasons for
hunting. Zone I pleasant valley

•

Rush creek zone 12- the only problem was parking once there was snow fall. Other than that the zone
was great

•

I know Dale does a lot for the program but he definitely was working in the north end of our zone to
often and bumping deer out.

•

Non hunters still have access to the zone during hunting dates. There are signs to help keep them on
the open paths but it seems they skirt those signs quite often. Maybe closing the site all together would
help. Or maybe tightening the open walking paths.

•

Marengo Ridge Zone I - better trails in the southern end of the zone. Especially when the corn is
still in the northern end.
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If possible make ground blind zones, we had large tract with no trees where ground blinds versus the
tower stands would have worked. So our area had considerable less hunt-able area.

Do you have any suggestions to improve hunter accessibility to the available deer without
compromising safety, or integrity, and maintaining the highest quality program for most
hunters?
•

Ground blinds. I know the District promotes the danger of shooting from the ground but I think for
archery this will be a great way to introduce youth into hunting. I know I am always fearful of my
son falling from a tree, even with all of the safety mechanisms available.

•

Closer parking

•

While I understand why not. It would be nice to be able to hunt out of ground blinds at a safe
distance from walking trails. Some of us use climber stands. Which renders large parcels of these
properties along the rivers and such inaccessible. Many I' ve talked to agree with me that you would
kill more deer if hunting off the ground were available on certain parts of certain properties. Most
also understand why we can' t... just saying I guess ...

•

It would be nice to have parking closer to the Eastern side of the zone. I had to walk out there when
hunting, which was a long walk through some thicker brush. Perhaps parking off Wright Rd would
be possible.

•

As per my prior suggestion, allow the use of ground blinds in archery zones.

•

Designated ground blind area

•

There may be a few areas, not familiar with all, that could be included. Like the swampy deer filled
Bull Valley Hunt Club on Cold Springs & Valley Hill. Not sure if the " logistics" of that site but the
state allows hunting the adjacent. May be others and I' m sure policing is an issue as well?

•

See also (7) above - especially in the area that I hunted (Hollows Zone 4) I believe finding a way
to integrate ground blinds would help dramatically in increasing hunter success, especially for less
experienced or less physically fit hunters. My hunting partner, who is older, struggled while I was
able to compensate some of the limitations by using a saddle and less conventional climbing
methods.

•

A system of sharing information from the previous year and/or perhaps preference to year over year
hunter in the same zone

•

Mowed trails around field/woods edges and across CRP fields for easier in/out and stand set up/deer
retrieval etc. The program has come a long way since I have been a part of it and it is only getting
better every year. Thank you for the opportunity to deer hunt with MCCD.

•

For the archery zones, it would be advantageous to the bowhunter if portable ground pop up
blinds could be used. There were areas in the Hollows/zone I where we could have had more
opportunities of intercepting deer movement. I am sure this could apply to many other sites as
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well. Also, as hunters increase in age, putting up tree stands becomes more difficult and could be
a safety issue for them. Therefore, the use of portable ground blinds would allow them, along
with handicapped hunters, the ability to participate in the MCC D deer hunting program.
•

Some type of accountability for not hunting your site. I' m fairly certain that the zone northwest of me
was never hunted at all during first gun season. And that zone is a prime zone for glacial.

•

Allow ground blind hunting with additional restrictions, especially for those with disabilities.

•

Allow ground blinds for Archery hunts, would allow some shot opportunity in zones with heavy
buckthorn / invasive understory, or some of the prairie restoration areas with limited tree availability
and the use of a tripod stand would be difficult due to lack of cover.

•

Explained in a previous question

•

Keep DNR from sharpshooting

•

Plant some vegetation that will grow through winter. To keep deer in your zone, winter rye, wild turnip, ET(

•

It would be nice to have a " main path" in some areas versus climbing over fallen trees, which some
are very big. However, I understand this may not be possible... but would be nice. Especially for
those that are getting older, hauling big deer, stands, etc ..

•

Doing different times would increase our chance of taking more deer. I feel like opening weekend
was not a good time as there was not any deer moving

•

Some places are really thick. Getting more hunters trained on invasive trees and allowing them to
clean out some areas may make them more available to put a stand.

•

I think it would be great to maybe have some set ground blinds with wheelchair accessibility for
those who are not able to climb a tree. I'm a big fan of disabled outdoorsman USA, and I believe
everyone should have the same opportunity to hunt like I do. I' m not 100% sure the district has
disabled hunting opportunities, if they do not, put me down as a volunteer. (name removed) I
would be more than happy to volunteer my time for a cause like that.

•

Possible ground blind hunting. Archery only.

•

Designating certain zones, or areas within zones, that hunters can utilize the use of ground blinds.

•

Second parking lot.

•

In an area like Pleasant Valley zone two, the consideration of allowing ground hunting would open
up many options.

•

There could possibly be some zones that could use additional parking.
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•

I would add smaller single hunter archery zones to those in-between areas. One is example is the
old Silver Creek Zone 7 and 8.

•

In future years, is it possible to set up a raised enclosed blind that can be placed around the zone?
This may provide better odds for taking deer later in the season after the trees are bare.

•

Allow ground hunting with bow

•

Other access points for parking and entry

•

Let us use ground blinds.

•

The only problem the program has is its success and I guess that is a good problem to have. Gabe
tries very hard to make sure we all get an opportunity as available. I hope we have gained the trust
of the MCCD police so every possible site is open to hunting. I know not all sites are suited for
hunting. Would like to see Pleasant Valley open for gun/combo again.

•

If at all possible I would like to know important dates earlier.

•

Ground blinds and getting into the zone early. If we could hang cameras in the summer, we
would be able to pattern the deer better

•

Maybe clearing some of the thick brush

•

Maybe put out permanent marsh stands with locks on the door that only the hunter has access to.

•

More points of access to zones. Probably not possible in most cases but it' s my only complaint. More
time to scout and hang stands, would make hunters more affective.

•

Only thing I can think of would be more parking areas so hunters can have better access with different wind~

•

Allow for archery hunters to use ground blinds. There' s plenty of elevation changes to make the
chances of an over shoot highly unlikely.

•

Like gun zones make ground blind zone for bow only.

Do you have any suggestions for the District to increase the quality of the program for most hunters?
•

I like the camaraderie between the hunters on the District Facebook page, we had equipment stolen
and people were offering us the use of their gear!!

•

Preference to McHenry county residents

•

1 hold the quality and effort put into this program in very high regards .. You ... all do a great job.

•

I do not know of this fits for the question, the only thing I can think of to improve the program, or if
it already exists, but I am in my second year of hunting ever. I got a late start in hunting (39 years
late). But maybe some classes or easy to digest, useful literature about how to spot what deer eat
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around here when crops are gone. Basically like an intro to hunting. But other than that the program
has been awesome!!!! Thank you!
•

What about taking the 9 day hunt and making it 12 days? It' s a lot of work to set up for 9 days and
then get weather that prohibits your hunting. Or, do a 10 day hunt over 5 weekends ?

•

Just the ground blind opportunity I spoke of in question #9 ...

•

I like the Facebook group, but maybe we could have a discussion board for each zone and past
hunters could share their thoughts on zones they have hunted.

•

For the 9 day zones, a season that does NOT include opening weekend would increase the chances
of seeing deer. I would prefer a season that had mid/late October and early/mid November
weekends instead.

•

ATV access for setting and retrieving stands and game retrieval where roadways are available!

•

Additional scouting time would be helpful

•

Access of some sites is difficult. Maybe hunters could help create trails though some sites without
any. Being quiet and dragging deer is almost impossible in some areas due to no , understandably,
"management of the site. Especially invasive buckthom, MFR, Honeysuckle, Russian Olive, etc.
Would have to be someone who is familiar with future plans of course and species knowledge.

•

Priority to McHenry county residents.

•

See questions 5, 7, and 9.

•

How about the need to qualify every other year for archery. Or automatically qualify for
following year with a successful kill and recovery the previous year.

•

If the cpo's could have the neighbors phone numbers ahead oftime so they could potentially
make a call to give hunters access to blood trail deer off district property. It can be frustrating
when the cpo is occupied and you have to wait several hours for them to get to you

•

Accessibility to zones using multiple entrance points.

•

Not having to qualify for 5 yrs if 4 of 5 in black

•

Allow 4 people in a group and allow us to scout and set up stands in august.

•

The quality of the program is fantastic. No issues with the rules, requirements, etc.

•

End of October and November would be my preferred times to hunt. There wasn't any deer
moving during opening week because it was so early
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•

I have been in two different zones, and both have been the same experience, after the Nov 15th,
deer are hard to get in front of you wit by a bow, because both zones had no food left, need some
kind of food program in those zones to pull deer to come or to stay.

•

Lobby the state IDNR to move firearm hunting dates further from "the rut."

•

During the application process (especially for firearms) ask the following questions: How many
days you plan on hunting during the season in which you are applying. How many tags will you be
purchasing? Maybe weigh that as a factor in the selection? You may weed out any individuals who
just plan on hunting one day or those who don't put in the time to scout.

•

Ground bling usage being allowed.

•

Possibly allowing some weekdays into the time allowed.

•

Had late season, and missed out on all of October

•

Allow ground hunting with bow.

•

ALLOW GROUND BLINDS AND STILL HUNTING

•

I loved the changes to the qualification process. It is amazing how you took a great program and make
the effort and put in the hard work to improve the program every year.

•

It would be nice to be able to shotgun hunt the full season zones

•

Would like to see ground blinds allowed for archery hunting.

•

Allowing archery ground blinds. Will also help with children that are scared to climb the ladder/tree stands.

Do you see any emerging needs or issues that could create a reduction to the quality of hunting
experience provided by the District, or any situations where you would not consider hunting with
the District in the future?
•

Stronger education to site users. I mentioned this in an earlier comment. Continued training
with the app to log in. Create an updated FAQ. The FB is a great way to communicate. Thank
you. Update regularly. Gabe shared a lot of great knowledge. He should share more. I have
hunted for years and learn from him every time he speaks. My son harvested a deer he never
would have if we didn't read what Gabe posted on FB about windy weather hunting. Keep
sharing. We all need it.

•

The amount of trespassing that occurs in our zone was quite substantial. This included theft of a
trail camera. Visitors to the Hollows and local residents routinely hiked or walked their dogs in
the hunting zone.

•

Fees are an issue. If they were to increase I would not consider hunting in the MCCD areas.
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•

I' m 63 yrs old and still get around great but seeing each yrs I can ' t do what I've done in the
past having helpers that the district allows is a big reason I can still participate I' ve passed on
some deer knowing I wouldn't have help that day but for now I will participate in this program
you guys and gals do such a great job I cherish my time afield each and every time take care
stay safe happy hunting!!!

•

However, given the popularity of the program I would like to see some additional areas opened
to accommodate the demand

•

I know it's out of the programs hands to an extent, but neighboring land owners, I think, go out
of their way to disturb hunts in a multitude of ways. Some are welcoming and friendly.

•

If prices rise to high Seems like more and more people to compete for spots. Only thing I can
think of is give residents first chance

•

It depends on the neighbors to the hunting zone. Neighbors kept starting fires after we were in
the zone for 3-4 hunts. Never during the day until night hunts started.

•

Two other groups I am familiar with had public accessing their zone on multiple instances. If
possible, limit work dates/times of District volunteers to before and after season.

•

The gravel entrances are getting big holes in them. Is there any chance that these could be filled
in?

•

I wish that commercial filming was allowed during hunts. With all the popular public land
hunters emerging on YouTube, it would be nice to show off the "public land" in McHenry
county.

•

Not being able to hunt off the ground.

•

The only thing I can see being an issue is the amount of hikers walking and disturbing hunts.
There should be a better way to educate people to keep out during season to allow the hunters
to hunt in peace.

•

I was assigned Rush Creek for 2nd firearm season. As I was out and about scouting, members
of the local snowmobile club were out putting up signs at the same time I was scouting. The
club members were very nice, and I have no issue with snowmobiling, but I feel as the use of
vehicles along the trails four days before the season could and should be avoided, as it puts the
deer on edge and could affect deer movements and accessibility.

•

I heard rumors of tree stands/climbing sticks being stolen, not sure how you regulate that, but it
is a concern

•

I know the land stewards are key to the district but they were in our zone most of the season.

•

Please do not enforce the check in site capture of location. I find it unsettling that I might be
required to share my position which feels invasive
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Do you have any other feedback pertaining to the District's Hunting Program?
•

Gabe and the rest of the staff in the district program have done an outstanding job putting
together a very safe & well organized program! I' ve harvested a deer each year I' ve been in the
program and look forward to participating each year! A huge thank you to Gabe and his team
for allowing me to participate in this program!

•

Overall my experience was good. I had covid at beginning of year that severely affected my
hunting season. Wasn' t able to walk far and not able to take advantage of the program like I
would normally. Thank goodness for my hunting partners they were able to take my son out.
Finally was able to get out a few times at end of season but then had gall bladder surgery.
Partners had a good year, we were very happy with our zone except the few bad eggs walking
their dogs. Thanks Gabe and District for the opportunity. Tim

•

When our hunting equipment was stolen, our interactions with all of the officers that
investigated and worked with us were top notch. I've talked with several people from other
counties and talk highly about the Program!!

•

This program has done so much for myself and my family. The deer hunting program has given
us much appreciated time together and has put food on our table. We have been witness to so
many magical moments in the woods. This program is the best thing McHenry County has
going. It is truly been an honor and privilege to be accepted into the deer hunting program.
Thank you!!!

•

It's an awesome program and I'm so happy to have been a part of it and hope to continue to be
in it for many years to come!

•

Thank you everyone for a fantastic year!

•

We just want to thank the District for giving us this opportunity again this year. Although a
strange year with the pandemic that ultimately restricted some of our opportunities on a
personal level, we enjoyed the few that we did have and look forward to having the chance of
doing it again in 2021. Thank you all for the time and effort that you put forth.

•

Thank you!

•

Thanks to Gabe for all of his work. He deserves a raise.

•

I think it is a great program

•

Just prayers for a wonderful program and an opportunity that I am very thankful for...

•

It is a well run program focused on the youth hunter experience. Thank you for the opportunity!
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•

I enjoy the hunting program and look forward to doing it many years into the future. I also have
3 young children whom I look forward to hunting with in the program when they come of age.

•

None, the program is excel lent and the only one of its kind I have heard of sponsored by a
county.

•

World Class program administered VERY WELL! I was blessed to hunt a park very close to
my house which allowed me more hours in the tree. I hope to get my son in next year.

•

The MCCD program is well run and a great opportunity to let sportsmen use the district
property. Keep up the good work!

•

Keep up this great program!

•

Look forward to next season

•

Think deer numbers are down

•

No,just thanks to all involved for giving hunter a place to hunt.

•

Great program!!!! Keep doing it! We all appreciate it very much.

•

Great job as always and grateful for all your hard work

•

I really enjoy and appreciate the hard work & dedication Gabe & his staff provide for the very
necessary & enjoyable program.

•

Great program

•

Would it be possible to have a weekend longer or later for the 9 day hunting program .

•

It's a great program. The staff is dedicated to providing a quality hunting experience.

•

No. Great Program and great people that I have met..

•

Very well run program, particularly given the pandemic. I thought MCCD did an outstanding
job of making things work in light of the restrictions on gatherings.

•

I think it is a great program, and everyone I talked to truly appreciates the opportunity provided
and the work that goes into it!

•

Thanks for the opportunity

•

Thank you continuing the program.

•

Great program looking forward to next season
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•

Thanks again for the opportunity. I think the auto qualifying (for proficient archers) this year as
a result of Covid- I 9 was a good step and would like to see that implemented into coming years.

•

I would like to know the reason why the zones north of the group camp are now archery only
now at Marengo Ridge. Also I would like to know why some sites are not open for both
seasons? Before some would be. Is this just because of the size of the deer population or some
other reason? I am thankful that the district allows me the opportunity to be able to deer hunt
within a short distance from my house. I think it is very well run program. You also listen to
hunter feedback. The program is living and breathing and not stagnant.. The changes that I have
seen since its inception have allowed more flexibility while still keeping it safe. Hopefully this
has translated into more deer being removed for the benefit of the habitat restoration.

•

Overall, the MCCD deer program is outstanding and run in a very professional manner. All the
Conservation Police our group interacted with were superb! I really appreciate the opportunity
to hunt this program.

•

Thanks you!! ! !! !

•

I like that I did not have to attend qualification since I was able to qualify each year. J also
appreciated doing the online safety class. J know this was due to covid but seems logical to do
it forward .

•

I greatly appreciate the District's wonderful program! Thank you.

•

Fantastic program, the opportunity to hunt public lands in McHenry County through MCCD is
awesome, thank you. However, giving the opportunity for "out of county" residents to hunt
before McHenry county residents is wrong. We pay extremely high taxes in this county, what
good is paying such high taxes if we can't even have a preference For a hunting program in our
own county, or any program for that matter. Shouldn' t there at least be some benefit to paying
high taxes in our own county instead of someone who doesn't contribute at all to our local
economy Having a qualified In county hunter be denied a location to hunt because a nonresident took his spot is just wrong. ! Out of county residents should only be allowed after all
McHenry county residents are chosen. I understand they generate more money, but I would be
willing to pay more to get that privilege before an out of county resident takes a spot that I
should/could have been hunting. I would totally understand if another county denied my
application for hunting because an in county resident had preference! That' s how I feel. Been
living in and paying McHenry county taxes for over 35 years. Thank you for all you guys do at
MCCD.

•

Thank you for the opportunity

•

I love this program and that you value the opinions of the participants. Even amidst the
pandemic you found a way to make it happen and I feel that it ran very smoothly. A huge thank
you to Sandy, Brad, and Gabe for all you do in order to provide us with the opportunity!

•

Had an awesome experience, met great people and saw a lot deer.

•

This program is a great opportunity, please keep it going. Thank you.
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•

Just want to thank you for all that you do to put this program together! It gives a lot of people
the opportunity to hunt that may otherwise not be available to them.

•

Thank you for a great season

•

Hoping for more bow hunting opportunities in the district. I may get access to private land next
season, which could end my participation in the MCCD hunting program.

•

It's nice to have. Please meet your customers half way if possible on new ideas. Thanks for the
opportunity to participate in the program.

•

Hunting is really fun and finding a place to do it is very difficult. It must be a lot of work for
you guys so cheers thanks

•

Other than the few things I stated no. It' s was enjoyable but it can always get better.

•

This hunting program is the best program I have found for hunting for both myself and my kids
in the area. Greatly Appreciated.

•

My family and I love the program. It has allowed us to become closer through this activity,
share memories, and enjoy the outdoors. We look forward to this every year.

•

Just no opening weekend next year. Later October into November to increase harvest

•

Very good program and thankfully for the time they have given me to hunt, it would be nice to
see that the use of electric bikes can happen one day to help make pulling deer out easier.
Thank you for the experience. (Also If you would like the knowledge I only had one chance at
a doe in my zone this year, but had a chance at 5, 2 year old bucks, I just believe that only 4
year old or older bucks need to be shot, but in both zones I have hunted have only had two
chances at doe in 4 years but seen many from afar.

•

Really appreciate the opportunity to participate. And those that make it possible

•

Nope. But please reward the hunters that show up and hunt. Too many guys don't use their
opportunity

•

Great program, glad to see that the program allows hunters to harvest deer for their table while
working with the programing on the testing for CWD.

•

Hunters that sign up and are no shows should be punished for taking up a spot and not hunting.
Maybe suspended from the program for 2 years.

•

It is a pleasure. The Gabe, the MCCD staff and officers are great to work with and I have a lot
of confidence in their ability to put on a good program each year. I personally need to do a
better job of connecting with those in adjoining Zones, but if you have thoughts on how we
might better connect I'm all for it, e.g., through the FB page.
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•

Overall, my experience was great and I look forward to continuing to hunt with the District
well into the future.

•

Always a blessing to hunt on meed property. Thank you to everyone!

•

No. Very well run. Can 't wait for next season.

•

This is a great program thank you for the opportunity

•

Keep up the good work! Thank you for letting me participate in this program!

•

The Rush Creek Keypad was having issues. If you tapped it lightly it would turn on and let you
in. I know officers were called more than once on this issue.

•

I really enjoy and appreciate this program. Thank you for setting this up year after year.

•

A slight problem with people walking around in our zone.

•

I really enjoyed my first experience hunting! I was very upset that I did not have an opportunity
to collect a harvest but being in a stand and having the opportunity to experience hunting made
me grow so much as an individual.

•

Great program; keep up the good work. Really impressed with the innovative solutions to
qualification issues because of covid pandemic.

•

I'm thankful for the opportunity each year MCCD is giving me and allowing to be a part of
such a great program! Thank you!

•

Thanks for a great season and a great program.

•

I think you guys do a great job, and I love the Deer Hunting Program Facebook group. I think it
helps connect all the local hunters.

•

Gabe does a great job putting the program together

•

I believe that the districts hunting program is fantastic and provides us not all of the opportunity
to harvest dear but also control their numbers in an attempt to keep them healthy. The counties
efforts and conservation do not go on noticed.

•

Very grateful for the chance and very well organized and safe. I couldn't have asked for more

•

This program is run perfectly and I feel safe when heading into the field. As a taxpayer, I
appreciate the level of effort given by staff to this program to ensure its safety and accessibility.
I have hunted other public areas throughout Illinois and have felt endangered. The only other
program that is compares in program safety is Moraine Hills.

•

I really appreciate the opportunity to hunt close to home in what always is a quality program.
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•

Thank you for the opportunity and I hope to have another opportunity in the future to harvest
through this program. This was my first year hunting and this program provided an experience I
might not otherwise had. I was able to have an opportunity to harvest a deer in my very first
hunt, less than I 00 yards from my friend and also close to my truck. Thank you, again, for this
season.

•

Once again hunters not showing up for their opportunity or hardly hunting!

•

This is a great program that is well run and I look forward to participating in every year. I hope
to get selected again next year and want to thank all of the people who make this program
possible especially Gabe Powers who is a great ambassador for the program!

•

Thank you for a great season! I'm hoping to return again in the fall.

•

Gabe Powers was very helpful and responsive. This is a great opportunity and we (my son
came as an observer) had a great time. Coral Woods is beautiful; we saw turkey, possum,
rabbit, squirrel, coyote, and deer. Easy in and out. There was one old stand that we debated
pulling out, as it was unused all year long and appears to have been abandoned ... Other than
that, terrific experience. Can't wait for next year.

•

Thank you!!!

•

Allow ground hunting with bow.

•

Nothing specific. Gabe does an excellent job running the program every year. It' s awesome to
have such a high quality program and opportunity to hunt close to home.

•

Keep up the good work! Thank you

•

Thanks to everyone for giving us an opportunity to do what we love so much. The value it adds
to our lives can't be measured. Without the district my hunting opportunities would be very
limited. For some of us our families come first but the districts hunting program is a close
second for what we value and enjoy. I look forward to the next year, the minute this year' s
season ends. Thanks again!

•

Allow ground blinds and small game/squirrel hunting. Any legal game species should be
allowed to be harvested at any time regardless of the program you're in.

•

I liked how orientation and qualification was done for repeating hunters.

•

Gabe and the officers are doing a great job. Keep it up and thank you

•

I am retired Air Force and have had the opportunity to hunt a few Army installations in my 22
years, in my opinion this is the best run program I have had the opportunity to participate in.
Thanks for providing me a safe and enjoyable hunting opportunity all of these years.

•

Thanks for all your hard work! I have seen the program vastly improve in the last 7-8 years I' ve
been hunting in it. Thank you!
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•

Again, the only concern and issue I had was the hikers. I know this is a very hard thing to
maintain but it would be nice to at least do a little more to let people know to not go back there
because the signs did not cut it. Other than that I had a fantastic season and loved being able to
hunt so close to home. I will definitely be signing up for next year!

•

Nice program. It provides an opportunity to do things with my family. We appreciate the ability
to participate. Thank you.

•

It's a worthwhile program that offers opportunities to many people who otherwise have no other
hunting options.

•

Nope. Just hope I can get in next year and capitalize on the missed opportunities I had this year.

•

Thank you for the opportunity. While it was tough hunting, I enjoyed every minute.

•

Awesome program keep up the great work!!!

•

Thank you again for the great program. I hope there are more opportunities for more hunters in
the future.

•

Still a lot of people out walking around the property when they are told not to enter hunting in
progress

•

A good program

•

Thanks again for a great season - Gabe and your team , you guys rock!

•

I thank everyone on the MCCD team for the great work you guys do to provide us with these
great opportunities. Thank you.

•

While I did not harvest a deer, I think this is a great program that is well-run. Gabe and Sandy
do a great job!

•

Excellent program, the highlight of my season

•

Thank you for all of your hard work, and the opportunity to participate in the program.

•

Allow hunters to get into zones 2 months before season starts for scouting/hanging stands. And
more access points where possible.

•

As always it was a pleasure hunting with the program. My dad and I both took our first deer
this year. Thank you for providing such an excellent program.

•

Just thanks for having the program available to the hunters living in McHenry

•

Excellent program and greatly appreciate the effort put forth by all the people involved. Thank
you
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•

Keep up the great work! New check in system is great

•

It' s a great program and appreciate being a part of it

•

I enjoyed Marengo Ridge Zone I and meeting the neighbor (name removed). He allowed
access to the zone via his land which completely drove my satisfaction levels for this year' s
program evaluation. I' m thankful for his support of the program, as part of the zone is his
family' s land.

•

Would be nice to include one coyote per zone or two if possible.
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2021 Waterfowl Program Comments by Question:

On a scale of 1 star (unacceptable) to 10 stars (complete satisfaction) This year, the McHenry
County Conservation Foundation invested in the hunting program and purchased the
development of the huntmccd.org website for tracking our hunting program's hours and harvest.
How would you rate the huntmccd.org check in system?
•

I felt that it was much more smooth than the options in the past.

•

It would be nice to see if locations are taken or signed into once someone has signed in.
Signing in at the box to let other hunters know and on the web there should be that visibility on
the hunter's side.

•

I am not very phone and computer savvy I struggled with this thanks to Gabe for walking me
thru

•

I really like the on line system.

•

Easy to use

•

Access to see if others are logged in at fields. Won't have to always drive out there to see.

•

The App worked great for me every login/logout. I was very surprised I pleased that the cell
coverage worked to the west of Crystal Lake. I did not go to other areas of McHenry County so
I cannot speak to these coverage areas.

•

Need to be able to report your duck harvest on one page. Having to create a new entry for each
species and male/female wasn't intuitive and was hard to be sure you got everything in. Would
be good to have a screen that says, this is your reported harvest, correct?

•

Would be nice to know if someone already checked in before driving through the gate and
seeing vehicle parked

•

The website worked fine, but it was cumbersome to always have to add in your usemame and
password. Could functionality be added to remember or store the password?

•

Kept kicking me out had to re-install the app several times because it froze.

•

Some improvement suggestions; The field open/closed status is on www.MCCDistrict.org, The
check-in/check-out is on www.huntmccd.org, I had 2 separate links on my phone so I could
verify the field status as "open" prior to check-in. It would be convenient if they were linked or
something so you could see field status at check-in. It would be nice if you could determine if a
field is occupied prior to driving to the field. Today the only way I know a field is occupied is
to drive there and look at the clipboard. Could check-in data for each field be displayed? Could
harvest data for each site be displayed? This would help with scouting.

•

The only issue I noticed was that l could not add both of my kids to hunt at the same time.
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•

One time I could not sign out for about an hour after I actually left. Tried every ten minutes
until it worked. Other than that. It was great

•

It was annoying to report harvest, I understand this is a necessary part of the program. However
if you could set it up so you didn't have to navigate multiple pages to add in your harvest that
would streamline the process.

•

It would be nice to see how many times the areas are being hunted during the season. Would
help decide which field to hunt.

•

Possibly a way to check to see if someone is checked into the field. Save the trip for an
afternoon hunt and be able to plan accordingly

•

Very helpful

Have you observed any current safety concerns or any emerging or potential safety issues the
District should address to increase the safety of the Hunting Program?
•

I think some of the paths to the blinds need to be leveled better

•

The pits are way too deep. I'm 5'8" and had to stand on the ladder while hunting in the pit
blinds to get a shot off. If I wanted to hunt out of them I needed to bring stools out to the field
with me to safely hunt. It would be nice to see a wider bench in the pit to stand on.

Do you see any emerging needs or issues that could create a reduction to the quality of the
hunting experience provided by the District, or any situations where you would not consider
hunting with the District in the future?
•

The timing of migration has been off with our zone and my available schedule the last 2 years.

•

Not respecting the check-in sheet "can another hunter join" question. I'm normally open to
sharing, but did not want to hunt with new parties due to COVID. Another hunter disregarded
the check in sheet and did not want to go to a different site. I was not set up at shooting time
due to the conversation (20 minutes long) I had with him.

•

Better paths to blinds

•

Awesome job on 2nd pit at Ballard the flip gate needs to be in 3rds so you can see out and still
be covered if I'm hunting alone or with I other. That way you can still watch the birds

•

Should considering adding parking locations in the larger fields. Many people won't hunt
certain ends of a field because they may have to walk 1/2 to park.

•

I did by notice for the program without the harvest part of the sign in sheet it is difficult to see
how an area is doing. Is it possible to maybe give an update on how things are going
harvesting birds. Like once per month.

•

The pits need work. They are hard to thatch in, and are very deep for most people.
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•

Having the ability to hunt field edges could significantly improve hide opportunities for those
hunting out of their own blinds. The garage door pits could use some repairs. Also, cannot go
wrong with adding a field here and there if it was available.

•

Sites get hunted pretty hard throughout the season. Would be helpful to have more sites or " rest
days" for existing sites

In your opinion, which style of field blinds do you prefer?
•

I like the idea of the new Ballard flip down. If you could make the flip down 2 sections it
would make it light and easier to push the front open

•

All are fine

•

(I did not hunt Queen Anne but the Survey would not let me proceed unless I entered a
response). Great job on the new pit at Ballard! I only hunted Ballard and was very pleased with
the new pit. My only suggestion: Create individual sections (3-4) to open instead of the entire
length of the pit. The push through roof became VERY heavy after the Dec/Jan snows and I
had extreme difficulty to get it open not only to enter the pit but to open it in a timely fashion
when trying to bag geese. So I left it open and draped a camo tarp over the opening. We can't
do anything about heavy snow I understand.

•

Have not seen Queen Anne, Seems like Ballard 2 won't keep water out of the pit and you can
only shoot 1 direction. Another hunter told me that Ballard 2 is a little heavy for I hunter to
open while shooting.

•

Slide top pit blinds. Much lower profile

•

Any are fine, but I don 't like one big door (especially on days hunting solo). Would prefer
smaller doors/openings to open/close/push.

•

Lightweight flip open top

•

Concrete pit, flush to the ground Singles Flip doors

If the District was to invest in additional blinds, which would be your preferred style?
•

A frame on field borders

•

Like the metal cover at the new Ballard Rd #2 but smaller sections to open.

•

Any based on VERY LITTLE experience

•

Flip open wire or poultry mesh gates

•

Slide tops. Lower profile.
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Lightweight flip top

Do you have any other feedback pertaining to the District's Hunting Program?
•

It was another great year in the program. The new blind at Ballard is nice addition. It will be
nice when the water in the blind can be managed at Queen and the field crops can be planted
around that blind. My 7 year old son join me for over IO hunts this year as an observer and he
wanted me to say "thank you" for the great memories of all the days hunted.

•

More marsh sites would be appreciated

•

Maybe have a section where you could communicate when something needs attention.
Example. Garage door track and guide repair. Ballard zone I had issues throughout the season.
Was not sure where to mention said problem.

•

I frequently hunted out of an A-Frame style blind and it would be beneficial to be able to hunt
the field edges. Also, additional MCCD properties would be a huge bonus!

•

Great program. Keep the virtual orientation. Much easier.

•

I prefer the garage door pits for the ability to hunt either side depending on wind direction

•

Great job as always

•

Would like to see more fields and marshes locations that are in NE Mchenry County. More
blinds and easier drive in access points

•

Great job Gabe and the team ...

•

Thank you very much.

•

Awesome Job and Thank you for all the work you do

•

Feel that for individuals who have been in the program for over 5 years the virtual orientation
was sufficient. Less seasoned hunters could benefit from a live orientation in the future. Felt
that you all did your best with dealing with the Rona. Keep up the great program.

•

Keep up the great work! Love it!

•

Nope. Just more sites to hunt.

•

Knowing that the DNR is doing their job it would be nice if could check us in a different way
rather than walking in just after shooting time while birds are moving

•

It was a productive year on the properties. Would love to see more properties added to expand

the program.
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•

It would be nice to have some access to the early goose season on some of the MCCD
properties.

•

Great set up. I hunt every weekend from the season opener to the season closes. I'll be back
next year

•

I have a suggestion for training/guideline; the goal is to have the fields look natural and
inviting. Hunters need to stop driving their trucks and trailers to right in front of the blind when
setting/picking up dekes. By mid-season the corn is completely destroyed in a 30 yard radius all
around the blind. Its looks totally unnatural and geese avoid the area. Hunters should never pull
they're truck within 30 or so yards of a permanent blind. Also trucks should be driven parallel
to the corn rows as much as possible rather than cross the grain of the field in the vicinity of the
blind.

•

Brad did a great job!

•

Can we move the sign in box on Queen Ann Rd to the main entrance?

•

Always fun. Thank you to the District and Gabe for all the work put into the program.

•

Excellent opportunity to hunt various locations

•

Great program, hard traffic fields but overall great time! Thank you for everything!

•

It would be nice to shoot doves while hunting the fields if dove season is open at that time.

•

Great program. Thank you for your efforts. They are appreciated.

•

Being able to see if anyone is checked into a field on the app would be awesome. Allow 4
wheelers for when conditions are wet (Hunters would need to get liability insurance) which
shouldn't affect the programs insurance.

•

Great opportunity for avid waterfowlers. If is such a blessing to have the chance to hunt in such
a difficult area to gain permission to private access. Enjoy seeing the program improve in just
the 2 years I have been apart!

•

Just a Great Job at keeping this program going and all the improvements that have been done to
improve the hunting experience

•

In general my experience is quite positive and I see potential for the future

•

Only to fix Ballard's gun rack, sliding top

